[Diagnostic imaging techniques for analyzing heart function: indications and limitations].
Cardiac function analysis is critical in the management of patients with cardiovascular diseases. The two most common non-invasive techniques used nowadays to evaluate cardiac function are ultrasonography and magnetic resonance imaging (MR). The parameters to be determined with both techniques include the systolic volume of the left ventricle, the cardiac mass, myocardial thickness and ejection fraction. Ultrasound images have high resolution and they do not need any cardiac or respiratory gating. It has limitations in obese patients, patients with pulmonary obstructive disease or patients after thoracic surgery. MR has a high spatial and temporal resolution. There are different sequences we can use to determine cardiac function parameters, Gradient Echo sequences are used to analyze the ventricular volume and the ejection fraction. Myocardial tagging sequences are used to quantify the myocardial wall motion. Computed Tomography constitutes other alternative that can be used in patients with claustrophobia or pace markers to evaluate cardiac function.